
   Class Notes 

Class:  VII 
 

 

Topic: Chapter 9 

Drawing and Painting in Flash Subject:  Computer Studies 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 
A. FILL IN THE BLANKS 

1. The two tools to create fills are the Brush tool and Paint bucket tool. 

2. To create text, you simply select the Text tool on the stage, click and start 

typing. 

3. Pencil and brush tools let you create the free hand art work. 

4. Two tools are available just for drawing line: The line tool and Pen tool. 

5. Shortcut to save files in Adobe Flash Professional CS6 is ctrl+S. 

6. In Adobe Flash Professional CS6, Shortcut to open a new file is ctrl+N. 

 

B. Label any 10 tools of your choice and write their keyboard shortcuts. 

 
 

C. Explain the following drawing tools: 

a. Oval / Rectangle: This section has different type of shape tool to draw shape on 

the document like Rectangle, Oval, Rectangle Primitive, Oval primitive and 

polyStar shapes. You can also modify the tool property to get different type of 

shapes. 

b. Line: With the help of line tool we can also make the curve path and draw 

straight line. 



c. Pencil: This is a freehand tool that's used to drawing. 

d. Pen: Pen tool used to draw graphics by the anchor points and create line path in 

the document. 

e. Deco: This tool allows you to apply a kaleidoscopic drawing effect to the Stage 

or a selected object on the Stage. You can apply several effects: Vine, Grid, or 

Symmetry. 

 

D. Explain the following tools used in coloring: 

a. Brush: It's also a freehand tool and used to crate drawing and lines in the 

document. 

b. Paint Bucket: The paint bucket helps us to fill selected color in the selected area 

and graphic, choose any color from the color palate and fill by the paint bucket 

tool. 

c. Ink Bottle: This tool is used to change the color of stroke color and other options. 

d. Eye Dropper: Eye Dropper tool helps to pick any color from the picture and 

graphic, as you want to fill a color that is not in the color palate, open colored 

picture and pick color by eye dropper tool and fill anywhere in the document as 

required. 

 

E. Explain the following Editing tools: 

a. Selection: Selection tool helps to select and modify the object shape. We can 

move any object which we have imported and drawn.  

b. Lasso: Lasso tool is a free hand selection tool. you can use this tool to select the 

object as you required and delete.  

c. Zoom:  With the help of zoom tool, we can see the object and picture in the 

zoom mode and modify on the right place as required and come back to actual 

size press double click on the zoom tool. 

d. Hand: With the help of hand tool, in the zoom mode of the document it is used 

to move document on any side or just hold down the space bar and move file 

with the help of the mouse. 

e. Free transform: Free Transform tool is very important tool, this tool helps us to 

scale, reflect of the picture and we can rotate the object from the particular 

point. we can also skew of object as per our requirement. 

f. Eraser:  We can erase the object and unwanted area in the document. 

PRACTICE TEST 
MCQ’S 

1. Graphics created in flash considered as _______ 

Ans: b) Vector Graphics 



2. Raster graphics are sometimes called as ______ 

Ans: b) bitmaps 

3.Flash CS6 saves files with extension_____ 

Ans: a) .fla 

4. In flash drawing is done on 

Ans: b) Stage 

5. In order to create a perfect square or circle using rectangle tool or oval tool, 

you must press ______ key while dragging the mouse. 

Ans: b) Shift 

6. You can create copy of the selected graphics by pressing ________ key and 

dragging the selected object to a new location. 

Ans: a) ctrl 

7. A circle is drawn on the stage with its stroke color as red and stroke size as 3px 

and fill as yellow. If you need to move the yellow part out of the red part you shall 

select selection tool and _______ move the yellow part. 

Ans: c) ctrl+click 

8.  In the above question if you had to move both yellow and red part together, you 

should have used 

Ans: c) Tab+ double click 

9. Which tools is used for editing shape’s anchor points 

Ans: c)  

10. Which tool can be used to create or change stroke properties of any graphics 

Ans: b)  

Note: Students are advised to write this content in their notebook. 

“Prepared absolutely at home” 

 


